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tWA’s PResIDent, MRs. DoLMA YAnGcHen
AnD JoInt secRetARY Ven. tenzIn
tseLHA’s VIsIt to DenMARK

t

WA’s (tibetan Women’s Association) President
Mrs. Dolma Yangchen and Joint secretary for
tWA Ven. tenzin tselha met the director of the very
first and still very important shelters for women, The
Danner House - founded in 1978 during their visit to
Denmark. The visit was extensive and very interesting.
The director Ms. Birte Lundgreen showed them
around the very large building, donated to women
almost 200 years ago by the consort wife of a Danish
king. Part of the house is screened off, so that women
and children who have sought shelter there may live

in peace and without fear but the rest of the building
is taken up by meeting rooms, counselling, libraries,
communications, a direct telephone help line, games
rooms and even a work out basement, which is a very
good idea if in case the residents have to leave the
building in case of danger . It is our hope that a similar
shelter may be seen in Dharamsala some day soon
and we are very much interested in that but we need
financial support. Please consider if this is a project
you and your backing group would be interested in
lifting? ■

‘We are social animals-we need to be warm-hearted and to look
after others. And if we are to do that, we need a strong sense of
oneness of humanity’.
–His Holiness The XIVth Dalai Lama
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tRAGIc FIRe IncIDent
At LAL QILLA, tIBetAn sWeAteR seLLeRs’
MARKet, DeLHI

t

ibetan Women‘s Association Vice-President,
Ms.tsering Dolma and RtWA, Delhi President,
Mrs. tashi Lhamo visited the tibetan sweater sellers
at Lal Qilla on 11th november, 2016, who suffered a
huge loss after a massive fire broke out at the shopping
area. tWA central made a small initiation by donating Rs.50,000/- (Rupees Fifty Thousand only) for the
reconstruction of their stores and requested everyone
through social media to donate to them.

The next visit was paid by Mrs. Dolma Yangchen,
the President of tWA central accompanied by Mrs.
tashi Lhamo, the president of RtWA, Delhi, on 19th
December, 2016. After meeting the committee Heads
and conveying our sympathies, the President handed
over the donation of Rs. 6,43,950/- (Rupees six Lakh,
Forty-Three Thousand, nine Hundred and Fifty only)
collected from the different RtWA Regional chapters.
We were glad that we could contribute some financial
assistance to our tibetan brothers and sisters during
their great loss.

3
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RTWA, Delhi Samyeling president, Mrs. tashi Lhamo
and an executive member visited the scenario of the
heart wrenching Lal Qilla tragic fire tibetan sweater
sellers’ Market on 9th november, 2016. In solidarity
with all the tibetan sweater sellers of Lal Qilla Market
Association for the worst fire incident that took place
on 8th november, 2016, RtWA, Delhi donated Rs.
1,01,500/- (Rupees one lakh, one Thousand and
Five Hundred only) for their reimbursement. They
requested every individual or associations to lend
their helping hands by donating generously for the
renovation of their shops and to reimburse their huge
loss to some extent.

tWA’s President, Mrs. Dolma Yangchen with the
committee members and some of the affected sweater
sellers at Lal Qilla on 19th December, 2016.

‘It’s just in the south, women learn at a
young age that when the world is falling
apart around you, it’s time to take down
the drapes and make a new dress’.
–Karen Marie Moning, Faefever

4
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A WeeK LonG oFFIcIAL VIsIt to nePAL
BY tWA ’s GeneRAL secRetARY
Ms. tseRInG cHoezoM AnD PRoJect
oFFIceR Ms. tenzIn cHoezIn:
5tH-14tH noVeMBeR, 2016

t

hey went to nepal for an official Work trip to visit
and observe two very renowned nGos of nepal,
working for a change in the society through leadership
trainings and Women’s empowerment program.

each and every individual. They met with Mr. Bhola
Dayal (country Director) and Mrs. Meena (Program
Manager) and discussed about ways to conduct
trainings. Mr Dayal says, “When we are brought
together on a common platform, all our indifferences
The weeklong visit to nepal was very fruitful in collapse”. They have been putting in great efforts to
exchanging the over-views of the organizations and reduce conflicts in the community by introducing
sharing of new ideas and concepts of bringing changes innovative workshops fulfilling the needs of the
in the society.
target beneficiaries, and it has so far succeeded in full
strength. Through their schedule arrangement, our
General secretary and Project officer were able to go
to a lowland village of nepal to see some programs
being executed. They also got to meet sunaina, one of
the girls from the village who was listed in the success
story of search’s history. They interacted with her the
entire evening about the transformation in her since
she took part in the leadership training provided by
search every year and also about her excitement to
receive an award in new York in november, 2016.
sunaina, despite belonging to a very conservative family
and society has taken the courage to break down many
stereotypes and is now leading the village through
her artistic profession. According to her, Women
are always going to be powerless until and unless we
begin to earn and be economically independent. From

From 6th-8th november, they had the opportunity
to visit search for common Ground, an nGo that
strives to work towards building common platform to
5
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9th-10th november, they spent these two days with
Women Lead based in Kathmandu. Women Lead is
an organization targeting young High school girls for
leadership empowerment by creating space for them
to practice leadership. “Through this one week, we
believe to have come home with a lot of new ideas,
experiences and exposures that can be used to enhance
future project planning of our Association all for the
betterment of our own tibetan society” said tenzin

choezin, Project officer. “We would like to thank
neD for providing us this golden opportunity to
tWA and we also want to thank Wlead and search For
common Ground for cooperating and sharing their
valuable experiences with us. Through this exposure, I
realized that we need to change the whole structure of
program implementation in order to see the coming of
a successful training in the near future.” said tsering
choezom, General secretary. ■

‘I travel to many countries and have always
been adopting the attitudes that we are all
same human beings’.
–His Holiness The XIVth Dalai Lama

6
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ReFResHeRs’ coURse FoR tHe PAst
PARtIcIPAnts oF AtWLt-FUnDeD BY
nAtIonAL enDoWMent FoR DeMocRAcY
27tH-30tH noVeMBeR, 2016

Dharamshala, Upper TCV, School-House of Peace
and Dialogue
tibetan Women’s Association is happy to declare that
we could organize the first ever Refreshers’ course for
the past participants of Advanced Leadership training
at House of Peace and Dialogue, Upper t.c.V. school
from 27th-30th november, 2016, with the kind
sponsorship received from national endowment for
Democracy.
The selection for the training was done through e-mail
Questionnaires and phone calls. The workshop was on identification of self and introducing/mingling of the
focused on refreshing the past participants on the new faces into a bond as strong as ‘sisters’. The program
subject of Gender at its core.
kick started with introductory remarks by the President
of tWA, Dolma Yangchen la and choezin la led an
The first three days of Refreshers’ course was intensively introductory ice-breaker activity through drawings.
led on Gender sensitization by Ms. nandita Pradhan Finally, the program was handed over to our Professional
from PRIA which was followed by a practical outbound trainer to lead for the next three days. Ms. nandita Ji,
presentation by the participants and then followed by generated very deep connecting activities to make the
a Panel Discussion as a culmination of the Refreshers’ girls come closer not as a society but as individuals. As
course on the noon of 30th november, 2016.
an example, one of the activities programmed was to
share each individual’s expectations and fears that they
Day 1. Introduction and Mingling, 27th November, wish to overcome in their lives ahead. The first day,
2016
as aimed was led on introducing the core of Gender
The first day of the Refreshers’ course was emphasized Understanding of our society.
7
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Adding few statements made by our participants:
“We should have the mentality that there is nothing
a woman cannot do, women can do anything” said
nyima, tibet corps. “It is not men verses women; it is
individual versus Patriarchy and the thought process.”
said nandita Pradhan, trainer. “I used to believe in
feminism, I used to be a feminist but it is a struggle and
I have stopped believing in it because society isolates
the culture of feminism.” said tsepal, tibet charity.

in the future. Ms. choezin (Project officer) presented
a short power point presentation to reflect on the
new concept of Mentor-Mentee that will help tWA’s
evaluation process.
Day 3. Gender Discrimination, 29th November,
2016

Day 2. Gender Discrimination, 28th November,
2016

The third day yet again continued on Gender
Discrimination and violence against women through
audio visual: Discussion and then through mettisage
(An activity) through which we were able to develop a
new bond within us as ‘sisters’. It was not only emotional
but a very strong method of generating positivity
in each other and becoming each other’s strength.
since this was the last day of the actual training, as
requested Amchi (Ven.) tenzin Lhadon from Mentsee
Ms. nandita Pradhan (The trainer) with some of the khang gave lecture for an hour on Women’s health.
participants of Refreshers’ course.
We believe that it is equally important for us to teach
the individuals on health and hygiene before we train
The second and third day was scheduled to train the them on Leadership enhancement because health plays
participants on ‘Gender Discrimination’ through a vital role in our daily lives.
various activities like ‘Power shuffle’ which generated
a space for discussion on empowerment, it further Day 4. Practical Outbound and Panel Discussion,
connected us to come together in one platform to 30th November 2016
share their daily experiences. All the activities were
powerful and fun, and way beyond the conventional
training method. Before the day’s session was
concluded, Ms. nandita grouped the girls into two
teams and a debate was held on the ‘World Upside
Down’ which is an imaginary world where the whole
patriarchal system is reversed to a Matriarchal system
and they were to debate if they would still want to
be part of the matriarchal system or chose to opt for
patriarchy. After the dinner, the girls were once again
assembled to discuss on a new concept that tWA had tibetan Women’s Association happily welcomed
to introduce in the Leadership training that is to come the audiences for the Panel Discussion on “Role of
8
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Women’s empowerment in the tibetan community
and beyond”.
two teams of participants for the Panel Discussion
on ‘Role of Women’s empowerment in the tibetan
community and Beyond’ were sent to two different
schools, Upper tcV and Lower tcV to talk to the
class VIII students on basic Gender understanding for
an hour. This was scheduled for the first half day on
30th november, 2016 and the noon session was a Panel
Discussion on the ‘Role of Women’s empowerment
in the tibetan community and beyond’ with Ms.
Kaysang, Mrs Pema choedon and Mr. Lobsang
Wangyal as panelists, Mrs nyima Lhamo, as the
moderator and we had Mariko and Pema La (MMA
Fighter) for the speech round. overall, the four days
of training was hosted very successfully with positive
feedbacks as well as some negative feedbacks. We
would like to thank each and everyone involved for
consideration on the matter. The President also gave
making it possible.
a talk on the background of tWA which encouraged
TWA’s President Mrs. Dolma Yangchen and Joint many of the women who attended the meeting.
Secretary Ven. Tenzin Tselha attended the grand
official inauguration of Belgium Regional Chapter With the happy note, the Belgium Regional chapter
was established and a grand official inauguration was
on 17th December, 2016
done on 17th Dec, 2016, with the presence of some
As there is a large number of tibetan refugees settled in important tibetan and local guests. The Association
Belgium, the President of tWA, Mrs. Dolma Yangchen is led by Mrs. chung Dolma as the President. In this
and Joint secretary, Ani tenzin tselha made a brief regard, tWA central extended whatever support they
visit to Belgium after attending the tibet support needed at the initial stage. ■
Group conference in Brazil in september, 2016.
Within a very short time, they met a good number of
tibetan Women. The President explained to them the
importance of establishing a Regional chapter of tWA
in Belgium and hence requested to give them a good
9
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tWA conGRAtULAtes
tHe tWentY tIBetAn BUDDHIst nUns
WHo WeRe tHe FIRst nUns to ReceIVe
GesHeMA DeGRees In tHe
HIstoRY oF tIBetAn BUDDHIsM23RD DeceMBeR, 2016

T

ibetan Women’s Association congratulated the
twenty tibetan Buddhist nuns who were first in
the history of tibetan Buddhism to receive the Geshema
Degree, the highest academic title in tibetan Buddhism.
The Degree was conferred by His Holiness the Dalai
Lama to the nuns at a ceremony held at Drepung
Monastery in Mundgod, south India. tWA central
President, Mrs. Dolma Yangchen also attended this
special ceremony and congratulated the twenty nuns.
We were so proud to see the nuns creating a history and
achieving ‘The Degree’, which till date was only acquired
by the monks.

“Through the power of education, women have been
able to rise up to prominent roles including leadership
in various societies. education has played a big role
in the advancement of gender equality and material
development. However, when you think about secular
ethics like compassion, modern education is still not
sufficient,” His Holiness said.
“science tells us that women are biologically more
compassionate. education should instill compassion.
We should focus on secular ethics. The world needs a
uniform outlook at compassion and women are innately
inclined to instill compassion,” His Holiness remarked.

At the conferment ceremony, His Holiness the Dalai
Lama spoke about the immense contribution of
education towards gender equality in the world. His We, the tWA team wish all the twenty Geshemas to
Holiness also emphasized the need for secular ethics to have a Happy and Prosperous Future ahead and hope to
see more number of Geshemas in the future. ■
make modern education more holistic.
10
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J a n u a r y 2 017

34tH KALAcHAKRA InItIAtIon eMPoWeReD
BY HIs HoLIness tHe XIVtH DALAI LAMA
At BoDH GAYA, InDIA
FRoM 2nD to 14tH JAnUARY, 2017

t

he tibetan Women’s Association extended warm
welcome to the Devotees of the 34th Kalachakra
2017, initiated by H.H. the 14th Dalai Lama, at Bodh
Gaya. tibetan Women’s Association was happy to
announce the opening of their stall opposite the tYc
information center where books were on display and
free distribution. All were welcomed. Latest designed
t-shirts, and other good quality items were on sale.
tibetan Women’s Association set up an Information
Desk where we acknowledged people about our
association, shared ideas about women’s status and
also gave information about tibet to those who were
11
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central tibetan Administration (ctA) from the depth
of our hearts for the precious opportunity given to tWA
to serve in the Volunteer security Force during the
34th Kalachakra. We appreciate the hard work of our
volunteers. everything went on very well without any
obstacles. We were glad that the Department of security
and the general public appreciated and applauded the
job done by us as a strong Women’s team.
interested and had no idea about tibet and tibetan
culture. We also distributed books for free.

Another desk was also set up for signature Petition
for Larung Gar, which was undergoing a massive
destruction under the chinese authority.

Under the guidance of security Department, ctA,
tibetan Women’s Association (tWA) was happy to
announce that 100 strong and dedicated volunteers
from tWA’s Regional chapters were put into service as
a team for His Holiness’ security at the 34th Kalachakra,
January, 2017 at Bodh Gaya, India. tWA would like
to thank the Department of security (Dos) of the
12
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‘every person has the
same right as we do to be
happy and not to suffer.
so, let’s take care of others
wholeheartedly, of both
our friends and enemies.
This is the basis for true
compassion’.
-His Holiness The XIVth Dalai Lama

In order to safeguard the health of the devotees
during the Kalachakra Initiation, tibetan Women’s
Association set up a kitchen from which they provided
freshly cooked vegetarian food at subsidized rates.
our hard working team of volunteers from Regional
chapters who worked tirelessly distributed the food
packets in different parts of the Kalachakra area. This
was greatly appreciated by all, especially by children
and elder people. This might be a small effort from
tWA’s side to serve the devotees, but we were happy to
receive such a tremendous response and appreciation
from the general public. ■
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FoUR eXecUtIVe MeMBeRs FRoM
tHe tIBetAn WoMen’s AssocIAtIon
PARtIcIPAteD In tHe FIRst tIBetAn
WoMen’s eMPoWeRMent conFeRence
oRGAnIzeD BY WoMen’s eMPoWeRMent
DesK oF DePARtMent oF HoMe, ctA
At Mentsee KHAnG AUDItoRIUM
In DHARAMsALA
21st-23RD FeBRUARY, 2017

F

irst ‘tibetan Women’s empowerment conference’
organised by ctA was inaugurated by the
tibetan political leader, Dr. Lobsnag sangay la on
21st February, 2017 at Mentse-Khang Auditorium,
Dharamsala. Four executive members from tWA
attended the three days’ conference, an undertaken
by Women’s empowerment Desk of Department of

Home. Three Hundred and Forty people participated,
including tibetan nuns, lay women and men, from
across the social and political spectrum.
sikyong Dr. Lobsang sangay said that the organisation
of the conference is a step in the right direction to
carry forward the shared vision of His Holiness the

14
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Dalai Lama and the central tibetan Administration
to promote leadership and compassionate qualities
of women in social and political development of the
tibetan community.

As part of its commitment on women empowerment,
the tibetan political leader announced that 12th March
every year will formally be observed as Women’s Day.
‘The observance of tibetan Women’s Day’ on 12th
March will reflect the collective will of the tibetan
leadership and people to accelerate the Women’s
empowerment Policy agenda.

sikyong lauded tibetan women’s crucial role in safe
guarding tibet’s unique and rich religious, linguistic
and cultural traditions beginning from the non-violent
tibetan Women’s Uprising against the repressive our spiritual leader His Holiness the Dalai Lama
policies of the chinese government on 12th March, blessed the occasion of the First tibetan Women’s
empowerment conference. ■
1959.

‘I suppose leadership at one time meant muscles; but it means
getting along with people’.
–His Holiness The XIVth Dalai Lama

15
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58tH AnnIVeRsARY oF tIBetAn nAtIonAL
UPRIsInG DAY-10tH MARcH, 2017

o

n 10th March 1959, thousands of tibetans
protested against the brutal occupation of china
and thousands of tibetans were brutally killed during
the Uprising and it was the first tibetan national
Uprising Day. This year, tibetans across the world
commemorated the 58th tibetan national Uprising
Day. The situation inside tibet is becoming more
critical under the chinese crackdowns, the undying
resistance and resilience is becoming stronger and
wider. tibetans are burning inside and outside tibet.
tibetans in exile and tibet activists around the world
are intensifying efforts to urge the world governments
and their leaders to unite to put pressure on china to
end this severe repression in tibet.
March 10 is a hugely symbolic and important day for
the tibetans all over the world. We commit ourselves
strengthening the non-violent tibetan movement
The executive members of the 14th Regional tibetan
until we achieve our goal.
Women’s Association of new York and new Jersey
chapter during the 58th tibetan national Uprising
Day.

RTWA, Hunsur members at a Press conference
in Bangalore on 10th March, 2017, with the chief
representative of Bangalore, and tYc, Presidents of
Hunsur and Bylakuppe.
16
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RTWA, Italy: tWA’s out-station executive member,
Ms. Dechen Dolkar and members of Regional tibetan
Women’s Association took part in the 58th Anniversary
of tibetan national Uprising Day.
RTWA, Orrissa commemorated the 58th tibetan
national Uprising Day.
RTWA, Shimla marked the 58th tibetan national
Uprising Day. ■

‘evil unchecked grows, evil
tolerated poisons the whole
system’.
RTWA, Dhondupling commemorated the 58th
tibetan national Uprising Day and organized a prayer
meeting. Mrs. nilam sehgal (BJP) and Mr. Ajay
sharma (great supporter of tibet and translator of the
Memorandum into Hindi) were the chief guests.

–Jawahar Lal nehru

17
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58tH tIBetAn WoMen’s
nAtIonAL UPRIsInG DAY12tH MARcH, 2017
on 12th March 1959, thousands of tibetan women from all the three provinces of tibet stood up against
the chinese forces thereby triggering a peaceful resistance that continue even today. tibetan Women’s
Association was initially established in Lhasa on 12th March, 1959 and was reinstated in India on 10th
september, 1984. The main aim of establishing this association is to continue the works of all great women
of tibet, who have sacrificed themselves for the cause of tibet and tibetan people.
ber the sacrifices that our brave tibetan Women made
during that Uprising against the chinese occupation
of tibet. The chief guest for the occasion was Mr. subash nehria who graced the 58th Anniversary. We would
like to thank each and everyone of our fellow tibetan
brothers and sisters, our non-tibetan Friends, for
their co-operations in the Protest March in support of
calling for Human Rights inside tibet. And we would
also like to thank Mr. Migmar la (RtYc, Dhasa) for
his great help on that day.

o

n the 58th Anniversary of tibetan Women’s
national Uprising Day on 12th March, 2017,
central tibetan Women’s Association in collaboration
with the RtWA, Dharamshala paid our deepest homage to those brave tibetan Women who lost their precious lives on this Day in 1959 for the cause of tibet
and tibetan people. tWA and RtWA, Dharamsala
successfully led the protest rally from tsuklakhang to
Kacheri. tWA’s President, Mrs. Dolma Yangchen emphasised the importance of 12th March and reminded
the tibetans, especially the women to always remem18
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The chief Guest of the 58th tibetan Women’s national
Uprising Day, tenchoe Gyatso la with the community
Presidents of RtWA, nY/nJ.

Tibetan Women’s Association, Central and Regional Tibetan Women‘s Association, Delhi jointly
commemorated the 58th tibetan Women‘s national
Uprising Day and led the Peace March from samtha
sthal to Jantar Mantar at Delhi.
RTWA, HUNSUR organized the 58th tibetan Women’s national Uprising Day and hundreds of people
gathered to commemorate the anniversary.

RTWA, TSO PEMA organized the 58th anniversary of
tibetan national Uprising Day. Indian Women’s President, Ms. Barma Rajni was the chief guest of the anniversary. They also organized a candle light vigil March RTWA, DHONDHUPLING organized a function
which started with Ahram Ani and Asian group Presi- and led the Peace March on the 58th tibetan Women’s
dent naresh kumar and Geeta Devi. Geeta Devi said, national Uprising Day.
‘Women should go with Women empowerment’.
RTWA, ODISHA commemorated the 58th tibetan
Women’s national Uprising Day. The event was
graced by their settlement officer and RtPIe as the
chief guests.
19
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RTWA, SHIMLA commemorated the 58th anniversary
of tibetan Women’s national Uprising Day at 9:30
in sanjoli Hall. A candle light vigil was organized
from Dc office to shree Punjab from 5pm to 7pm.
Dr Ramesh sharma, the chairman of the University,
gave a speech on the anniversary.
RTWA, BHANDARA organized a function and led the
Peace March to commemorate the 58th Anniversary
of tibetan Women’s national Uprising Day. The chief
guest of the anniversary was their settlement officer.
RTWA, MANALI marked the Anniversary of 58th ■
tibetan Women’s national Uprising Day.

tso Pema, RtWA (Rewalsar): Background

T

ibetan Women’s Association Regional Chapter
at Tso Pema (Rewalsar) was established on 30th
July, 2016. since tso Pema is an important pilgrimage
centre and many tibetans live in this area, the tibetan
Women’s Association central felt that a regional chapter of tWA must be established in tso Pema, in order
to render service to the common people. Hence, tWA
central executives visited tso Pema on two occasions

to organize women around the area and also requested the settlement officials to support in forming the
tso Pema-RtWA. With their kind co-operation, the
chapter was established with the official function
where the President, Vice-President and Joint secretary of tWA central, Dharamshala were present. The
President presided over the function with the history
of tWA and its aims and objectives in exile. ■

20
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otHeR ActIVItIes
7TH OCTOBER, 2016

endowment for Democracy was invited as the
key speaker and she spoke beautifully on Women’s
empowerment, feminism and role of society in it.
Please watch the video to understand more on women’s
issue on Youtube.com
The women’s pledge:
“We envision a tibetan community with stronger
bonds between women. Therefore, we pledge to stay
connected and support each other”
“We envision tibetan community free from violence
in which women can have their own voices heard and
can achieve their full potential. Therefore, we pledge
to seek out female leaders in the community”

10TH DECEMBER, 2016

Central Tibetan Women’s Association team had a
pleasant meeting with save tibet Austria delegates,
Kathrin, Reinhard, Andrea and Hardy.

OCTOBER 8TH -9TH, 2016

Regional Chapter of Tibetan Women’s Association
New York and New Jersey held the first tibetan
Women’s empowerment conference at Queens. RTWA, Hunsur celebrated the 27th anniversary of
tenzin Palkyi la, the Program officer in national conferment of nobel Peace Prize to His Holiness the
XIVth Dalai Lama.
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10TH OCTOBER, 2016

the difficulties and succeeded in promoting Middle
Way Approach (Umay Lam).
The Middle way (Umay Lam) bike rally for tibet
began from Bylakuppe and successfully concluded
in Dharamshala. The rally was organized by the
Bylakuppe chapter of People‘s Movement for Middle
Way Approach.

14TH OCTOBER, 2016
RTWA, Italy organized a protest against the ongoing
demolition of monasteries in tibet especially the
tibet’s largest Buddhist Institute “Larung Gar” at
Rome.

14TH OCTOBER, 2016

RTWA, Delhi members were invited at an event by
BtsM (Bharat tibbat sehyog Manch) to show case
tibetan traditional dance.

16TH OCTOBER, 2016

Tibetan Women‘s Association President Dolma
Yangchen la and General secretary, tsering choezom
la warmly welcomed Mr. Rinzin Dorjee, the director of
Bylakuppe chapter of People‘s Movement for Middle
Way and the other participants. Despite the variations
of ideological paths in our society they bravely faced

RTWA, Delhi welcomed Middle Way bike rally
participants and conveyed their regards for their
dedication. As a token of appreciation they served
lunch to the participants
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19TH OCTOBER, 2016

24TH OCTOBER, 2016

Tibetan Women’s Association in collaboration
with Tibetan Youth Congress, Gu-Chu-Sum
Movement, Students For Free Tibet, and National Democratic Party of Tibet hosted a prayer
meeting to protest against the demolition of Larung Gar, the biggest Buddhist Institute in tibet.
All were requested to join us in our prayers and stand
in solidarity with Larung Gar.

RTWA, Hunsur joyfully welcomed back the Umay
Lam bike rally participants and appreciated their
successful expedition.

25TH OCTOBER, 2016

21ST OCTOBER, 2016

Tibetan Women’s Association Central team with
our friend Vicki Robinson at our office.

RTWA, Hunsur, RTWA, Kollegal and RTWA,
Bylakuppe in collaboration with TYC, Bylakuppe
and TYC, Kollegal organized a silent demonstration
at Mysore city against the demolition of Larung Gar
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and to pay solidarity with our brothers and sisters in 27TH OCTOBER, 2016
Larung Gar. They submitted a Memorandum to D. c
to forward it to Human Rights (oHcHR) Geneva.
And requested the world leaders to pressurize china
to stop the destruction of Larung Gar.

26TH OCTOBER, 2016

Intensive meeting with Weiping Qin, Xia Jing Ing and
Jamila from Youth council of china Democracy Party.
The group was led by Department of Information and
International Relation (DIIR).

27TH OCTOBER, 2016
Back on october 7, Himachal Pradesh Himalayan
Pariwar organized a program at zila Parishad Hall
in Dharamshala. over 50 students from six different
schools took part in various competitions like essay
writing, painting and speech on topics like ‘tibet’s
Freedom-India’s security’, ‘Indo-tibet Relations’,
‘suppression of Democratic Rights of tibetans’, and
‘china’s Polices in tibet’ . The program aimed to raise
awareness on tibet and its issues among Indian students.

RTWA, Tsering Dhondhen Settlement, NDPT and
RTYC organized ‘Black Day’ event. The event was
graced by Honorable Mr. Ganesh Joshi of Dehradun
(M.L.A., B.J.P.), Mr. Heera singh Bisht (M.L.A.,
congress), shirimati neelam sehgal (B.J.P. President)
and former political prisoner Ven. Bagdro at 5pm. The
chief guest reassured the audience at the event that the
Indian government and the Indian people will keep
Ms. Dhardon sharling (secretary of Department of supporting tibetan cause like they did in the past.
Information and International Relations-DIIR), Dawa
Rinchen la (tibetan settlement officer-Dharamshala)
and Mrs. Kalsang Youdon (Public Relation officer
represented tWA central, were invited by Mr. Rishi
Walia, the program convener of the competition
at zila Parishad Hall in Dharamsala to judge the
competitions.
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to collect donations from their respective settlements to
assist our tibetan sweater sellers at Lal Qila -new Delhi, whose entire business establishment was destroyed
by a massive fire on tuesday morning (8th november).
We, at the tWA, extended our profound sadness on their loss. However, we
were glad
that there was no loss of lives in that tragedy.
We requested everyone to extend their financial supVen. Bagdro addressed the audience and said that port to the affected tibetans during their predicament
the tibetans in tibet have been protesting against times.
the chinese Government for freedom in tibet,
the return of His Holiness the Dalai Lama and the 10TH NOVEMBER, 2016
ongoing violation of Human Rights by the chinese
government.
The chief guest also expressed his sadness regarding
the self-immolations in tibet. He said, ‘every year
Women from tibetan Woman’s Association have been
tying rakhis on Raksha Bandan and consider them
as their brothers. so, it is their duty as brothers to
help in whatever way they can regarding the tibetan
struggle.’

He also expressed his sadness regarding the oppression
faced by the tibetans in tibet and raised concerns
about the ongoing demolitions of Larung Gar. “This is
why it is important to preserve the tibetan Language
and culture”, he said.
The event was concluded with a candle light vigil in
the streets of Dehradun.

9TH NOVEMBER, 2016

Tibetan Women’s Association congratulated the 45th
Us President Donald trump on his victory. tibetans
are grateful to Us for their consistent support on
tibetan issues and also for having friendly relationship
with H.H the Dalai Lama. We hope that you and your
administration will continue to support tibetan cause
and sustain a cordial relationship with tibetan spiritual
leader H.H the Dalai Lama.

14TH NOVEMBER, 2016

Tibetan Women‘s Association Central, sent an urgent
circular to all its 58 Regional chapters- requesting them Tibetan Women’s Association had a pleasant meeting
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with Dr. Damenda Porage, President of sri Lankan
tibetan Buddhist Brotherhood society. The meeting
was led by ctA- Department of Information and
International Relations.

18TH NOVEMBER, 2016

tWA Vice-President, Ms. tsering Dolma attended the
Peace March from Police ground to Hanuman temple
organized by All India Gayatri Pariwar. The objective
behind the programme was to prevail peace.

25TH NOVEMBER, 2016

Photos taken during a weekly environment cleanliness
drive initiated by RtWA, Delhi especially around
Yamuna area.

19TH NOVEMBER, 2016

RTWA, Delhi: The executives extended their heartiest
regards and gratitude to Delhi chief minister Mr. Arvind
Kejirwal and his team of AAP who runs state Government
of Delhi for sanctioning (Rupees one Lakh only) to each
of the 138 shop owners of tibetan woollen market of Lal
Qilla, whose shops were completely burned to ashes in
the early morning of 8th november by a tragic fire. They
thanked him and his team and the state Government of
Delhi for the concerns and the support shown by them
during that critical juncture.
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13TH DECEMBER, 2016

Italy: Ms. Dechen Dolkar, the outstation executive
member of tibetan Women’s Association, attended
a month long program organized by samantabhadra
Institute of tibetan Buddhism study center in Rome on
overview on various aspects of tibetan culture.

8TH MARCH, 2016

RTWA, Tso Pema (Rewalsar) organised a candle light
vigil for the tibetan self immolators.
Tibetan Women’s Association introduces Mr. samten
Yeshi (shri. sandesh Mishram) a member of Indo 8TH MARCH, 2017
-tibetan Friendship from nagpur and a close friend and
a very strong supporter of tibetan cause.
shri. samten Yeshi started his cycle rally in support of
tibet from 10th December which is the World Human
Rights Day as well as the day His Holiness the 14th Dalai
Lama received the nobel Peace Prize. The cycle rally
(save tibet) which covers 1200 kilometers and four states
namely Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh
and Bihar. His cycle ride culminated at Bodh Gaya on
28th December, 2016, where His Holiness the Dalai
Lama was initiating the 34th Kalachakra.
RTWA, Tso Pema (Rewalsar) in a monthly cleanliness
drive with Indian brothers and sisters (Guru tso area).
tWA wished him good luck and hoped that many will
join him in support of tibet.

11TH MARCH, 2017

FEBRUARY, 2017
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Mcleod Ganj by greeting people with purple ribbons, free
hugs and photo sessions.

16TH-17TH MARCH, 2017

TWA Central and Regional Chapter, Delhi jointly
organized a signature campaign in the morning at
temple Ground and a special prayer session was held
from 5pm to 7pm, to show our solidarity with Larung
Gar.

12TH MARCH, 2017

RTWA, Bhandara: Members of RtWA, Bhandara in
action-cleaning public gathering areas and monastery
areas. The cleanliness drive takes place twice a month.

Tibetan Women’s Association, (Central) celebrated
International Women’s Day with the public in and around
28
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28TH MARCH, 2017

‘everyone is free to
choose whether they pay
RTWA, Bhandara stood in solidarity regarding the selfimmolation of Pema Gyaltsen la and held a prayer service
for him and for all the other tibetan self-immolators.
tWA and its global network of regional chapters express
sublime solidarity with all the tibetan self-immolators
for sacrificing their precious lives for the cause of tibet
and the tibetan people.

religion any regard, but
to neglect compassion is
a mistake because it is the
source of our own
well-being’.
–His Holiness The XIVth Dalai Lama

RTWA, NY/NJ held a prayer session to pay tribute for
the 19th Pawo Pema Gyaltsen la in March. We sincerely
hope that his aspirations for the tibetan freedom struggle
will be fulfilled. tWA requests global intervention to save
tibetan lives. ■
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‘stItcHes oF tIBet’ (sot)
tWA’s oLDest PRoJect15tH BAtcH

s

titches of tibet (sot) is a skill learning centre,
established by tWA in 1995. In this institute,
tWA gives training for tibetan refugee women who
escaped from tibet and also provide support for the
disadvantaged tibetan women in exile. Here, they
are given an eighteen month tailoring course for
approximately ten women in traditional tibetan
tailoring skills, western shirts and trousers. They are
provided certificates after they complete the course
and in addition to it, the trainees receive an education
in english and Mathematic.

There is one full-time paid tailoring teacher, part-time
subject tutors and also english language volunteer
teachers. As some of the women have not received any
formal education, it is crucial for them to learn how to
read and write.

since 1998, sot has been running by selling the
products produced during the training period and
additional handicrafts. This project aims to eventually
become totally self-sufficient by generating income
through selling items produced by the trainees. Former
trainees are now working in well-established handicraft
sot is a project that promotes economic stability for and tailoring centers in various tibetan communities.
tibetan women living in exile. This program greatly so far, 140 young tibetan women have passed out from
improves the lives of many tibetan children and tWA’s institution.
families living in exile.
If you are interested in sponsoring a woman in the sot
program or would like to provide funding for the overall
functioning, please contact us at tibwomen@gmail.com
or twagrants@gmail.com ■
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Three Main commitments of
His Holiness The XIVth Dalai Lama
Firstly, as a human being, His Holiness is committed to the promotion of
human values such as compassion, forgiveness, tolerance, contentment and
self-discipline. He says that as human beings, we are all the same. We all
want happiness and do not want suffering. even people who do not believe
in religion can benefit if they incorporate these human values into their
lives. His Holiness refers to such human values as secular ethics or universal
values. He is committed to talking about the importance of such values and
sharing them with everyone he meets.
Secondly, as a religious practitioner, His Holiness is committed to the promotion
of religious harmony and understanding among the world’s major religious
traditions. Despite philosophical differences between them, all major world
religions have the same potential to create good human beings. It is therefore
important for all religious traditions to respect one another and recognize the
value of their respective traditions. The idea is that there is one truth and one
religion is relevant to the individual practitioner. However, with regard to the
wider community, we need to recognize that there are several truths and several
religions.
Thirdly, His Holiness is a tibetan and as the ‘Dalai Lama’ is the focus of the
tibetan people’s hope and trust. Therefore, his third commitment is to work to
preserve tibet’s Buddhist culture, which is a culture of peace and non-violence
and protect the natural environment of tibet.
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‘I will give you a talisman. Whenever you are in doubt, or when the self becomes too
much with you, apply the following test:
Recall the face of the poorest and the weakest man whom you may have seen and ask
yourself, if the step you contemplate is going to be of any use to him. Will he gain
anything by it? Will it restore him to a control over his own life and destiny? In other
words, will it lead to swaraj [freedom] for the hungry and spiritually starving millions?
Then you will find your doubts and yourself melt away’.
- one of the last notes left behind by Gandhi in 1948, expressing his deepest social thought.
source: Mahatma Gandhi [Last Phase, Vol. II (1958), P. 65]
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